2018 TEXAS REGIONAL GAMES
AIR GUNS COMPETITION
Location
Lee High School
1400 Jackson Keller Road, San Antonio, Tx 78213
The air guns range is the side of the school off Jackson Keller and Montview (follow the signs).
Schedule
7:30am Check in starts (everyone must give their ID to Jennifer to get a pass from the school)
8:00-8:30am Open range for Heats 1-3
8:45-9:45am Heat 1
10:00-11:00am Heat 2
11:15-12:15pm Heat 3
12:30-1:00pm Open Range for Heats 4-6 (everyone must give their ID to Jennifer to get a pass from the school)
1:15-2:15pm Heat 4
2:30-3:30pm Heat 5
3:45-4:45pm Heat 6
Award pick-up at Track/Field Saturday 2-4pm at Clark High School, 5150 De Zavala Road, San Antonio, TX 78249
Event Staff
Competition Director/Registration- Jennifer Weatherford jennifer@operationcomfort.org 830-377-1238
Competition Director- 1SG Pete Carrion pete.carrion782@gmail.com 210-313-5426
Venue Directors- LTC Chuck Williams and 1SG Hector Reyes of Lee High School
Equipment- Chuck French and Brad Bowen
Disability/Classification Divisions
Open- Includes competitors who do not have a permanent physical disability. Examples include individuals with
PTSD, TBI or orthopedic injuries.
SH2- Includes competitors who do not have the ability to support the weight of the rifle with their arms and
therefore require a spring stand. Examples include upper body injuries, quadriplegia and arm amputees.
SH1- Includes all competitors with a permanent physical disability that do not require a spring stand. Examples
include spinal cord injury, leg amputees, etc.)
Shooting Events: *Each athlete is allowed to enter 2 events but only guaranteed 1
10M Air Pistol (Open and SH1)- 40 record shots in 60 minutes
10M Air Rifle Standing (Open, SH1 and SH2)- 40 record shots in 60 minutes
10M Air Rifle Prone (Open, SH1 and SH2)- 40 record shots in 60 minutes
General Event Rules
Due to the electronic scoring system at Lee High school you must shoot in a specific heat and lane. Jennifer will
email the heat and lane assignments out prior to the competition. If you miss your assigned heat and lane you will
not be able to shoot. So please be checking your email and check in with Jennifer at registration Wednesday.
These event rules are modified from the International Paralympic Committee competition rules to suit the
population and goals of Texas Regional Games.
Each event is considered a final and awards will be given at the end of the competition.
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All events shall be fired at a distance of 10 meters. Only target grade (not “field” grade) air (compressed air or CO2)
single shot rifle and pistols with iron sights firing .177 caliber soft lead match pellets can be used for competition.
Correcting lenses and telescopes cannot be attached to the weapon. If you need any type of visual aid such as
binoculars you must bring them. We do not provide them.
Male and female athletes will compete in the same divisions.
We will provide air (not CO2) but you must have your own adapter.
We have a limited amount of guns to loan out and will hand them out on a first come, first serve basis.

